
CHALLENGES FACING TEENS NOW

Advances in technology mean today's teens are facing issues that no previous generation has ever seen. While some
issues are not exactly.

The years between years are usually classified as turbulent times as the children are going through many
growth changes, physically and mentally. It only makes sense that we'd start to see different problems among
our kids. And it's not just TV, music, and movies that depict violence. Twenge floats a fascinating hypothesis
to explain thisâ€”one that is well-known in social science but seldom discussed outside academia. Fear of
failure is one of the greatest reason for stress, so help them manage their anxiety and build self-esteem. It
extends to constant text messaging as well and is more likely to be threatening. But parents are not always
aware of these issues. Impaired decision making happens when under the influence of illicit substances, which
can lead to accidents or to other costly mistakes. The teen is suddenly expected to act like an adult. Teenagers
want to feel like they belong to a community, but many teens have trouble finding acceptance. Therefore, if
we as a society truly care about human outcomes, we must carefully nurture the conditions in which the next
generation can flourish. Early Identification Changes in sleep patterns, eating habits, declined interest in
normal and healthy activities, dropping grades in school and college, and preferred isolation are all early signs
of depression. Cell phones, computers, and other gadgets that they spend time with cannot give them the
nurturing they need. You are cool only if you own all the brands. They also experience new conditions like
"fear of missing out" or FOMO , which further leads to feelings of loneliness and isolation. Help your teen
learn how to navigate social media in a healthy way. This is reflected in mood swings, aggression, depression,
anxiety, and sometimes even a complete breakdown. I took a good look at the teenager I raise, followed him
around, spoke to him awhile, talked with other teenagers, and this is what I found. They are expected to learn
how to live from the internet and television, where they find little emphasis on moral value or personal
excellence. Sometimes, kids can make poor choices and may be too afraid to seek help. Violence
Desensitization Your reaction Thank you! Meanwhile, they are constantly distracted by electronic media.
Time-Management Stress Stress increases at school and the older they get, the number of projects to be done,
tests to cope with, and social drama increases, not to mention sports and other extracurricular activities. Eating
disorders affect women more than men, but more young men are more prone to something called muscle
dysmorphia , where they become unhealthily obsessed with being bigger and more muscular. Added to this is
peer pressure. Facebook, Twitter and other social media networks give bullies the ability to enlist the help of
others in their bullying schemes and publicize whatever they want to about their victim. An Unmet Need for
Community and Identity I see many teenagers struggling to find a place in society, wanting to be recognized
by their peers and accepted for what they are. Many don't know that bullying can be direct or indirect, which
includes gossip and rumor-spreading. Kids can now reach each other through online sources and through
texting. They experience stress and difficulty prioritizing and managing their time. A safe space is a zone that
is absent of triggering rhetoric. Peer pressure may be even higher these days due to the ways in which kids can
so easily interact online. Marijuana use exceeds cigarette use is in teens now. Even if the discontentment with
their body doesn't cause them to excessively exercise or make themselves sick, the ongoing and pervasive
feeling that their bodies are "not right" can have many lasting negative affects on their lives. Drugs and
Alcohol  Births to teens ages 15 to 19 accounted for 5. Compared to previous generations, iGens believe they
have less control over how their lives turn out. They require about nine hours of sleep but on average, teens
get roughly seven hours. Teen suicide is the second leading cause of death for people between the ages of 
They are urged towards eating disorders, either starving themselves or binging on unhealthy, fatty,
high-calorie junk food.


